DINH LANG – Composer

Tran Dinh Lang obtained his degree in Composition from Hanoi Conservatory of Music in 1995 under the tutelage of the late composer Dam Linh. In 2000 he received his Master degree in Composition from Ho Chi Minh City Conservatory of Music under the instruction of Professor Nguyen Van Nam.

In 2010 Dinh Lang won an A-Award for his Quintet “Drift” at the Annual Award for Vietnamese Artists. In 1993 he received Consolation Prize at the Vietnam’s Young Musician Competition, held in France. He currently serves as a lecturer of the Composition – Conducting – Musicology faculty at Ho Chi Minh City Conservatory of Music.

Concerto for Vietnamese Zither and String Orchestra “Vietnam, the Endless Fields” – Dinh Lang

Composed in 2014, Dinh Lang’s Concerto for Vietnamese Zither and String Orchestra “Vietnam, the Endless Fields” was inspired by the vast green fields of Southern Vietnam and the festive activities of the farmers during the ripe rice seasons. In the past, however, these fields were also the sites of fierce battles in the history of national struggles. The work consists of three movements, depicting the fields from the past to the present.